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Altruism is generally understood to be behavior that
benefits others at a personal cost to the behaving indi-
vidual. However, within evolutionary biology, different
authors have interpreted the concept of altruism dif-
ferently, leading to dissimilar predictions about the
evolution of altruistic behavior. Generally, different
interpretations diverge on which party receives the
benefit from altruism and on how the cost of altruism
is assessed. Using a simple trait-group framework,
we delineate the assumptions underlying different
interpretations and show how they relate to one
another. We feel that a thorough examination of
the connections between interpretations not only
reveals why different authors have arrived at dispa-
rate conclusions about altruism, but also illuminates
the conditions that are likely to favor the evolution
of altruism.

Sometimes, the pervasiveness of a scientific term gives one
the impression that its meaning is unequivocal. Ironically,
such ubiquity can go hand-in-hand with ambiguity,
particularly when the term is borrowed from common
parlance and ‘lacks the precision, uniformity, and neu-
trality that scientific terms are supposed to have’ [1].
Naturally, confusion arises when differences in the mean-
ing of a key term are overlooked, often resulting in
needless dispute and a failure to recognize underlying
progress and consensus.

Within evolutionary biology, the term ‘altruism’ is an
example of such ambiguity. A common definition describes
altruism as behavior that simultaneously entails fitness
costs to the behaving individual and fitness benefits to
individuals on the receiving end of the behavior [2,3].
Several authors have provided insight into how ambiguity
creeps into such a definition [1,4–7]. Here, we build on this
work to delineate the primary differences among different
interpretations of ‘altruism’ (Box 1). We then show how
these different interpretations relate to one another. We do
not advocate the use of one particular interpretation.
Rather, we examine the evolutionary processes that are
associated with each one.

To illustrate the potential for confusion, consider the
following statements about altruism and fitness:

† An altruist can have a higher fitness than the non-
altruists within its group.

† The fitness of an individual can decrease as the
frequency of altruists in its group increases.

† Group productivity can decrease with increasing fre-
quency of altruists.

† A non-altruist that ‘switches’ to altruism can reap a net
fitness gain.

Each of these statements is true for at least one of the
interpretations of altruism that we discuss here.

In this article, we use the trait-group framework to
discuss the semantic issues surrounding altruism. In this
framework, individuals form groups (the ‘trait-groups’) in
which fitness-affecting interactions occur; after selection
(which is a consequence of these interactions), the groups
‘mix’ (before the next generation of groups forms). The
rationale for using this framework is its use in many of the
models for the evolution of altruism [8–13]. Also, if genes
are considered as ‘individuals’ and diploid organisms are
taken to be ‘groups of two genes’, then classic population
genetic theory becomes trait-group theory [7,14,15]. Many
game theoretic examples also fit nicely into this framework
[14,15]. The life cycle of a simple version of this framework
is as follows:

(i) An infinite population of individuals of two types,
A and B, (randomly or nonrandomly) forms an infinite
number of groups of size n; (ii) Selection occurs, where the
fitness of any focal individual (its probability of survival or
its expected number of copies) is a function of the
composition of its size n group. Here, we let ai and bi be
the fitness ofA andB, respectively, in a groupwith i A types
and n–i B types; (iii) The groups dissolve.

Reproduction in this model is asexual, and ‘selection’ in
(ii) can be of several different kinds. For instance, there can
be fertility selection if one type produces more copies of
itself, or viability selection if fitness corresponds to the
probability of survival (followed by nondifferential

Box 1. The big picture

† In evolutionary biology, there have been different interpretations
of the concept ‘altruism’, leading to different predictions about its
evolution.

† Using a trait-group framework, we rigorously define three
common interpretations of the concept and show how each
interpretation relates to the others.

† An examination of these relationships illuminates why certain
evolutionary processes (e.g. kin selection)must be invoked for the
evolution of altruistic behavior under some interpretations, but
not under others.
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reproduction). Kin selection is also a possibility if
reproduction occurs in groups before selection does.

As several authors have pointed out, there are two
pieces of information that are crucial for predicting the
evolutionary trajectory of such a population [3,7,15,16].
First, we must know how groups form (i.e. we must know
the frequency distribution of group types). This is step (i).
Second, we must know the relationships between fitnesses
of individuals (i.e. we must know the fitness structure).
This becomes important in step (ii). The three interpret-
ations of altruism that we explore here focus exclusively on
the fitness structure rather than on the manner in which
groups form.

The ‘focal-complement’ interpretation of altruism
Matessi and Karlin [10] define type A individuals as
altruists when the following conditions hold (Eqn 1,2)

Condition 1 : ai!1 , bi; for all i [ {0;1; 2;…n2 1} "Eqn 1#

Condition2 : $ai!12ai%i!$bi!12bi%$n2 i21%. 0;

for all i[ {0;1;2;…n21} "Eqn2#

For condition 2, we define a0 &bn &0:
The idea behind conditions 1 and 2 is simple. Let us
consider a non-altruist (type B) in a group with i altruists.
Say this focal individual switches its type (B ! A). This
‘convert’ is now in a group with i ! 1 altruists (the extra
altruist being the convert). The change in fitness experi-
enced by the convert is ai!1 2 bi: Condition 1 shows that
altruism is costly for such a convert; that is, ai!1 2 bi , 0:

Now, let us consider what happens with the other n2 1
members of the group after the convert switches. These
‘static’ individuals form the complement of the focal
convert. The i static altruists each experience a change
of fitness of ai!1 2 ai; and the n2 i2 1 static non-altruists
each experience a change offitness of bi!1 2 bi:Condition 2
says that the static members, taken as a block, experience
a net benefit from the altruism of the convert; that is, the
net change in static fitness is positive or $ai!1 2 ai%i!
$bi!1 2 bi%$n2 i2 1% . 0:

Thus, altruism is costly to self, but is a benefit to others.
In other words, the cost of altruism is described exclusively
in terms of changes in fitness for a focal individual and the
benefit of altruism is described exclusively in terms of the
changes in fitness of the complement of the focal individual
within its group. A fitness structure satisfying conditions 1
and 2 describes ‘focal-complement altruism’ (F-C altruism)
and we refer to A as an ‘F-C altruist’ in this case. F-C
altruism is essentially a more general version of Hamil-
ton’s conception of altruism [17] and is consistent with
other authors’ interpretation of altruism [4,5,18].

The ‘multilevel’ interpretation of altruism
Matessi and Jayakar [9] use the following conditions to
define type A as an altruist (Eqn 3,4)

Condition 3 : ai , bi; for all i [ {1; 2;…n2 1} "Eqn 3#

Condition 4 : "$i! 1%ai!1 ! $n2 i2 1%bi!1#

. "iai ! $n2 i%bi#; for all i [ {0; 1; 2;…n2 1} "Eqn 4#

The cost of altruism is given by condition 3, which says
that, within any mixed group, the altruist always has a
lower fitness than does the non-altruist. The benefit of
altruism is given by condition 4, which says that group
productivity increases with the number of altruists in the
group. For instance, assume that the fitness of an
individual is its expected number of offspring. In a group
with i altruists, the number of offspring of the entire group
will be iai ! $n2 i%bi: Condition 4 says that the number of
offspring for a group should increase as the fraction of
altruists within the group increases.

This interpretation of altruism relies on fitness com-
parisons both within and between groups. Thus, a fitness
structure that satisfies conditions 3 and 4 describes
‘multilevel altruism’ (ML altruism), and we call type A
individuals ‘ML altruists’. This interpretation is very close
to what Haldane [19] had in mind for altruism. Other
authors [8,20–22] also use this interpretation. Sober
and Wilson [3] describe altruism as ‘behavior that
decreases relative fitness within groups, but increases
the fitness of groups’. These two clauses can be translated
immediately into conditions 3 and 4. In his discussion of
group selection, Price [23] discussed behaviors that are
‘group-benefiting’ but not ‘individual-benefiting’ within
the context of his famous covariance framework. If one
labels such behavior as altruism, Price’s discussion relates
to ML altruism.

Condition 4 is related to condition 2 of F-C altruism.
Specifically, we can rewrite condition 4 as follows (Eqn 5):

Condition 5 : $ai!1 2 ai%i! $bi!1 2 bi%$n2 i2 1%

!$ai!1 2 bi% . 0; for all i [ {0; 1;2;…n2 1}: "Eqn 5#

The left side of condition 5 is the same as the left side of
condition 2, except that it has an extra term, which is the
change in fitness to the ‘convert’ (i.e. ai!1 2 bi%: Thus,
condition 5 requires that the altruism of a convert causes a
positive net change in fitness for the whole group,
including the convert. Thus, whereas F-C altruists must
help others (condition 2) at a personal cost (condition 1),
ML altruists can be helping themselves $ai!1 2 bi . 0%
whilst helping their group. Therefore, the benefit of
altruistic behavior from a focal F-C altruist is shared in
some way by its complement, whereas the benefit of ML
altruism is shared in some way by members of the entire
group, including the focal altruist.

The ‘individual-centered’ interpretation of altruism
Uyenoyama and Feldman [11] define altruism by the
following three conditions (Eqn 6–8):

Condition 6 : ai , bi; for all i [ {1;2; 3;…n2 1} "Eqn 6#

Condition 7 : ai , ai!1; for all i [ {1;2; 3;…n2 1} "Eqn 7#

Condition 8 : bi , bi!1; for all i [ {0;1; 2;…n2 2} "Eqn 8#

Condition 6 is identical to condition 3. Thus, the cost of
altruism is depicted as a lower fitness of the altruist within
its group (as was the case for ML altruists). Conditions 7
and 8 state that the individual fitnesses of both A and B
individuals increase with the number of A types in the
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group. The benefit of altruism here is measured by the
increase in the fitness of every (nonconverting) individual,
because of the addition of more altruists to its group.

The focus in this interpretation is on individuals. Thus,
we label this type of fitness structure as ‘individual-
centered altruism’ (I-C altruism) and, given this structure,
we call type A an ‘I-C altruist’. There is no condition based
on the fitness boost to the complement of a focal altruist as
in condition 2 of F-C altruism, and there is no condition
based on group productivity as in condition 4 of ML
altruism.

The fundamental differences
If the conditions of one definition of altruismare sufficient to
satisfy all the conditions of another definition of altruism,
then the latter definition includes the former. As Table 1
shows, none of the three definitions of altruism includes,
or is included by any other. The differences between the
interpretations concernthemanner inwhichthebenefitand
cost are assessed. Within all interpretations, the benefit of
altruism ismeasured through some comparison offitness in
which thenumberof altruists in thegroupvaries (conditions
2, 4, 7 and8all involve quantitieswith subscripts iand i ! 1,
where i denotes the number of altruists in the group).
However, the benefiting party might be the individual
(I-C altruism), the group complement of the altruist
considered as a block (F-C altruism), or the whole
group (ML altruism). The cost of altruism in the case
of F-C altruism involves a comparison of individual
fitness across groups. However, the cost of altruism in
both ML and I-C altruism involves a comparison of
individual fitness within groups.

Returning to the idea of a B ! A convert, F-C altruism
requires a decrease in fitness for the convert. However,
because the cost to the altruist is given by a lower fitness
within its group for ML or I-C altruists, in these cases,
fitness need not decrease for a convert [1,20,21]; indeed, a
ML or I-C convert to altruism can increase its fitness. This
difference is crucial, because, under certain assumptions
about how groups form, the evolutionary behavior of the
systemwill be fully determined by the sign of the change in
convert fitness.

A further distinction
F-C altruism is unique in assessing the cost of altruism by
considering the change in individual fitness owing to a
conversion to altruism. The fitness change of a convert can
be used to delineate a further classification of fitness
structures (Eqn 9,10)

Class I : ai!1 , bi; for all i [ {0;1; 2;…n2 1} "Eqn 9#

Class II : ai!1 . bi; for all i [ {0; 1;2;…n2 1} "Eqn 10#

Thus, F-C altruism requires a Class I fitness structure,
whereas both ML and I-C altruism can have a Class I
structure, a Class II structure or neither (Box 2). This
distinction becomes important when we consider how
groups are formed [step (i) of the life-cycle]. When groups
form at random, we have the following result [8,9,11,15]: if
individuals form groups at random each generation, typeB
individuals will invade, fix and remain stable to invasion
by type A individuals when the fitness structure is Class I;
whereas, type A individuals will invade, fix and remain
stable to invasion by type B individuals when the fitness
structure is Class II. This we call the Matessi-Jayakar
Proposition [9,15].

Connections between the interpretations
Here, we illustrate the relationships between the three
interpretations of altruism. First, we state some general
claims concerning sufficient conditions for one type of
altruism to be another type (we offer a proof for the first
claim; the other claims have similar proofs). Second, we
give examples of fitness structures that satisfy and violate

Box 2. Different classes of altruism

We can represent the fitness structure (i.e. the relationships between
fitnessesof individuals)within the simple trait-group framework ona
single graph. In Figure I, any filled point $i;ai % gives the fitness, ai ; of
an altruist in a groupwith i altruists, whereas any unfilled point $i;bi %
gives the fitness, bi ; of a selfish type in a group with i altruists.

Here, we illustrate the fitness structure of the Prisoner’s Dilemma
(Figure Ia) with type A as a cooperator (altruist) and type B as a
defector (selfish type) in trait-groups of size two. Payoff values are
taken to be fitnesses [24]. Thus, a defector paired with another
defector has fitness 1 [the unfilled point (0,1)]. Within a mixed pair, a
cooperator has fitness 0 [the filled point (1,0)] and the defector has
fitness 5 [the unfilled point (1,5)]. A cooperator paired with another
cooperator has fitness 3 [the filled point (2,3)]. The Prisoner’s
Dilemma is an example of a Class I fitness structure. If the fitness for
an altruist in a group with i ! 1 altruists is compared with the fitness
of a selfish type in a groupwith i altruists [where i [ {0,1}], the selfish
type always has a higher fitness (i.e. ai!1 , bi ). Figure Ib describes a
different fitness structure, where if the same comparison between
fitnesses is made, the altruist has the higher fitness (i.e. ai!1 . bi ).
This is an example of a Class II fitness structure.

To distinguish the structures, simply pick any A fitness and
compare its y-value to that of theBfitnessonex-value to the left. If the
A fitness is always less than theB fitness in this comparison, then the
fitness structure is Class I. If theAfitness always exceeds theBfitness
in this comparison, then the fitness structure is Class II.

Figure I.
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Table 1. Sufficiency of conditionsa

C1 C2 C3 C4 C6 C7 C8

F-C altruism (C1 and C2) No No No No No

ML altruism (C3 and C4) No Yes Yes No No

I-C altruism (C6, C7 and C8) No Yes Yes No

aC stands for ‘condition’. The entries describewhether the conditions in the rows are
sufficient for the condition in the column.
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different combinations of the three interpretations of
altruism.

† Claim 1: ML altruism with a Class I structure is F-C
altruism.

Proof: Under Class I structure, condition 1 holds.
Condition 4 can be rearranged as follows (Eqn 11):

$ai!1 2 ai%i! $bi!1 2 bi%$n2 i2 1% . bi 2 ai!1 "Eqn 11#

for all i [ {0;1; 2;…n2 1}: However, because we have
assumed a Class I structure, we know that bi . ai!1 for all
i [ {0;1; 2;…n2 1}: In such a case, Equation [11] guaran-
tees condition 2.

† Claim 2: I-C altruism with a Class I structure is F-C
altruism.

† Claim 3: ML altruism with a Class II structure is I-C
altruism.

† Claim 4: I-C altruism with a Class II structure is ML
altruism.

In claims 1–4, we show that, if the structure of ML
altruism or I-C altruism is known to be either Class I or
Class II, then we have sufficient conditions to satisfy
another interpretation of altruism.

Box 3 discusses the space of fitness structures and
the way in which different sets of fitness structures
intersect. The following is demonstrated by examples
in Box 3: first, fitness structures exist that satisfy the
conditions for any one of the three interpretations, but
which do not satisfy the conditions for the remaining
two interpretations (e.g. ML altruists exist that are
neither I-C altruists nor F-C altruists). Second, there
are structures that satisfy the conditions for any two of
the three interpretations, but not the conditions for the
third (e.g. ML altruists exist that are I-C altruists, but
not F-C altruists). Third, structures exist that satisfy
the conditions for all three interpretations (e.g. the
Prisoner’s Dilemma).

With the aid of Figure I in Box 3, we can now return to
the statements introduced at the beginning of this article
and add the relevant qualifiers for each.

† An F-C altruist can have a higher fitness than the non-
altruists within its group (yellow fitness structure:
Box 3).

† The fitness of an individual can decrease as F-C or ML
altruist frequency in its group increases (yellow, orange
and red fitness structures: Box 3).

† Group productivity can decrease with increasing F-C or
I-C altruist frequency (green and blue fitness structures:
Box 3).

† A non-altruist that ‘switches’ to ML or I-C altruism can
reap a net fitness gain (red, blue and purple fitness
structures: Box 3).

One reason that the existence of some of these puzzles
has not been realized is that there has been a focus on
simple additive models (see [25] for an exception). For
instance, inWilson’s [7] framework, each altruist donates r

units of fitness to every member of its group and has its
own fitness changed by an amount d as a consequence, in
which case (Eqn 12,13):

ai & z! d! r$i2 1% "Eqn 12#

bi & z! ri "Eqn 13#

where z represents the ‘base’ fitness of an individual. We
assume that r . 0; d , r and d! $n2 1%r . 0: If d – 0;
then a fitness structure must be either Class I (which
Wilson calls ‘strong altruism’, where d , 0) or Class II
(which Wilson calls ‘weak altruism’, where 0 , d , r%: If
d , 0; then it is not difficult to show that conditions 1–8
hold, and thus Wilson’s strong altruists are also F-C, ML,
and I-C altruists. If 0 , d , r; then conditions 3–8 hold
and Wilson’s weak altruists are ML and I-C altruists, but
not F-C altruists. The additive fitness structure given by
Equations 12 and 13 restricts the space of possible fitness
structures to the white oval in the center of Figure I in
Box 3 (the left half of the oval represents strong altruism
and the right half represents weak altruism). Outside of
this white oval, matters can get more complicated.

The evolutionary consequences of different
interpretations
Given random group formation, the Matessi-Jayakar
proposition predicts specific evolutionary behavior for
Class I and Class II structures. ML altruism and I-C
altruism can have a Class I structure, a Class II structure,
or neither, whereas F-C altruism must have a Class I
structure. Consequently, given random group formation,
both ML altruists and I-C altruists can exhibit a range of
dynamical behavior (including fixation, extinction, fix-
ation or extinction depending on initial type frequencies
and protected polymorphism), whereas F-C altruists are
evolutionarily doomed.

Given the extinction of F-C altruists under random
group formation, it is not surprising that the authors who
employ this interpretation focus on mechanisms of
nonrandom group formation [5,17]. Specifically, one way
to avoid random group formation within the trait-group
framework is for reproduction to occur within ‘parent
groups’ of size n before selection operates. The resulting
‘offspring groups’ of sizeN (withN . n) will tend to have a
more clumped distribution than if these sizeN groups had
been assembled at random (i.e. A types will tend to be with
other A types and B types will tend to be with other
B types). This will be the case even if parents come
together at random [12,13,20]. Some members of these
offspring groups will be kin, and the relatedness among all
members will determine whether F-C altruism can evolve.
In this case, highly clumped group distributions (e.g owing
to reproduction within small ‘parent groups’) will corre-
spond to high coefficients of relatedness. And, as a result,
kin selection is a potential mechanism for the evolution of
F-C altruism, whereas it need not be invoked at all for the
evolution of some cases of ML or I-C altruism.

Although the evolution of F-C altruism is certainly
possible, there is another definition of altruism that leads
to a theoretical dead-end. If one considers both the fitness
structure (i.e. the a and b values) and the group frequency
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distribution (i.e. how different individuals come together
to form groups), one can compute the marginal fitness of
A and B (i.e. the fitness of a type averaged over group
constitutions). If we think of an altruist as an individual

who ‘gives away fitness’, it might initially seem reasonable
to express this by saying ‘an altruistic typemust not have a
higher marginal’. If so, altruism is an evolutionary
impossibility in the trait-group model we describe. We

Box 3. The space of fitness structures

Within our simple trait-group framework, groups have size n and ai

and bi are the fitness of type A and type B, respectively, in a group with
i A types and n– i B types. We discuss three varieties of altruism (where
type A is the altruist) (Eqn I– III):

† Focal-Compliment $F-C% altruism :

ai!1 , bi and $ai!1 2 ai %i ! $bi!1 2 bi %$n2 i 2 1% . 0; "Eqn I#

† Multilevel $ML% altruism :

ai , bi and "$i ! 1%ai!1 ! $n2 i 2 1%bi!1# . "iai $n2 i%bi #; "Eqn II#

† Individual-Centered $I-C% altruism :

ai , bi ; ai , ai!1 and bi , bi!1: "Eqn III#
The above conditions hold over all well-defined values of i. In Figure I,

the set of fitness structures that satisfy the conditions for F-C altruism,
ML altruism, and I-C altruism are represented by the yellow, red,
and blue rectangles, respectively. The overlap between any two
rectangles corresponds to fitness structures that satisfy the conditions
of both interpretations. Thus, the purple region corresponds to fitness

structures showing ML altruism and I-C altruism, but not F-C altruism.
Thegreen region corresponds tofitness structures showing I-C altruism
andF-Caltruism,butnotMLaltruism.Theorange regioncorresponds to
fitness structures showing ML altruism and F-C altruism, but not I-C
altruism. Thebrown regioncorresponds tofitness structures that satisfy
the conditions for all three definitions of altruism (e.g. the Prisoner’s
Dilemma). On top of this rectangle schematic, we have represented
regions satisfying the following conditions (over all well defined values
of i ) (Eqn IV,V)

Class I : ai!1 , bi "Eqn IV#
Class II : ai!1 . bi "Eqn V#

The region enclosed in the dashed boundary represents the
structures that are Class I, whereas the region enclosed in the dotted
boundary represents the structures that are Class II. (In general, all
regions are drawn to emphasize overlap and their sizes are not drawn
to scale). For every distinct region, we show an example of a potential
fitness structure [filled points (i, ai ) and unfilled points (i, bi ) correspond
to the fitness of an altruist, ai ; and a non-altruist, bi ; in a group with
i altruists].

Figure I.
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call this ‘marginal altruism’. The requirement for mar-
ginal altruism depends not only on the fitness structure,
but also on the group frequency distribution. Wilson and
others [1,3,21,26] are extremely critical of this interpret-
ation, because it entails that altruism is a kind of behavior
that can never evolve.

We make one final point about marginal altruism.
Imagine an F-C altruist in a population where groups form
randomly. This F-C altruist would also be a marginal
altruist, and would decline in frequency (the Matessi-
Jayakar proposition). However, if the group frequency
distribution suddenly became clumped (perhaps owing to
reproduction within groups before selection), this F-C
altruist might become amarginal selfish type! In the three
interpretations discussed here, the identity of the altruist
depends only on fitness relations. However, marginal
altruism requires more information: the identity of the
marginal altruist can change even if the group-dependent
fitnesses of the individual types (i.e. the a and b values)
remain constant. Thus, if the label ‘altruist’ is meant to
apply to one type in relation to another only because of
relationships between their group-dependent fitnesses,
marginal altruism is indeed a poor choice.

Conclusions
To some extent, the different definitions of altruism
discussed here correspond to different ways of thinking
about the relevant ‘units’ in discussions of behavior and
evolution. We see this especially on the benefit side of the
definitions. Do whole groups function as evolutionary
units to which benefits can be assigned, or are individuals
the only beneficiaries? The definitions discussed here
also differ in which kinds of evolutionary processes are
required for altruism to evolve. Some conceptions of
altruism are very demanding on this point; F-C altruism
cannot survive with random group formation, for instance.
Other conceptions are less demanding. For example,
verbal formulations of I-C and ML altruism sometimes
make the evolution of altruism look rather implausible.
But both these categories include cases in which a convert
to altruism increases its individual fitness. So the
plausibility of evolutionary hypotheses concerning altru-
ismwill be affected by the exact definition of altruismused.

Although we embedded our discussion in the framework
of evolutionary biology, similar issues arise in economics,
social psychology and anthropology [27–29]. These fields
also encounter subtly different kinds of cooperation and
defection ‘in collective goods games’ and ‘social dilemma’
situations. In biology and other fields, we believe that
careful consideration of the relations between definitions
can prevent unproductive dispute and redirect focus on the
true object of study – the conditions that are important for
the evolution of different kinds of social behavior.
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